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NOTES FROM 
THE CEO
DAV I D  G A L LO

When I talk about and refer to Gallo 
Mechanical, I am referring to three unique 
entities that all work together and stand for 
one brand. The three companies that make 
up this brand are Gallo Mechanical (Gallo 
Mech), Gallo Mechanical Services (GMS), 
and Sheet Metal Systems (SMS). Though 

separate entities, each company is vital to our success and future. 
Each company has their own specialty and focus, but in the end, we 
are a family of companies that work together daily to provide “nose-
to-tail” mechanical services to our customers. 

Whether you work for Gallo Mech, GMS, or SMS, we want all 
employees to feel like they are a part of the same family. Because of 
this “one company” mentality, the employees of each company have 
equal benefit plans. All healthcare and 401k benefits are identical 
across each company. I know that I feel this way about everyone 
across all the companies, but I hope that you too will continue and 
start to look at everyone as your co-workers whether you work for 
the exact same entity. 

With that in mind, we have incorporated all three entities in this 
newsletter for the first time and plan to continue this going forward. 
I hope each of you enjoy this addition and remember we are ONE 
happy family of companies.

     — David Gallo
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SPOTLIGHT JOBS
THE HIGGINS HOTEL (WWII MUSEM)
N E W  O R L E A N S ,  L A 

The Higgins Hotel at the World War II Museum is a new 177,000 SF full service Hotel and Conference Center located on the WWII Campus. When completed, 
the hotel will boast 230 hotel rooms and suites, a rooftop restaurant and bar, a Grand ballroom, five meeting rooms and a ground level bar, restaurant, and 
marketplace. Gallo is performing both the mechanical and plumbing scope on the project. 

Due to Gallo’s reputation as an industry leader, Palmisano Contractors selected Gallo Mechanical early in the design assist process. Gallo’s Pre-con 
Department was able to steer the Design Engineer into incorporating VE based off our past experiences in the Hospitality Market that lead to significant cost 
savings to the owner. 

Palmisano Contractors has relied heavily on Gallo to lead the BIM process for the project. Our BIM department stepped up to the plate and kickstarted the 
coordination process for the job. This has enabled us as a project team to focus on areas for the project that are most effective for Gallo’s profitability and lead 
to a large portion of the job to be prefabricated in the Hammond Fab Shop. 

Over the next few months, Gallo will have a big push onsite to complete the rough-in phase of the project. The Higgins Hotel is scheduled to be completed 
by June of 2019.
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LAITRAM NORTHSHORE EXPANSION, LAITRAM NORTHSHORE VNA WAREHOUSE, LAITRAM NORTHSORE 
AS/RS WAREHOUSE           H A M M O N D,  LO U I S I A N A

In 2007, Intralox/Laitram began construction of their mold injection facility which makes parts for their conveyor belt systems. The construction 
of this facility, which cost approximately $14M, would be one of, if not the, largest manufacturing plants in Tangipahoa parish. The building sat 
unoccupied for several years until the owner decided to install machinery and begin production in the latter part of 2017. An expansion began 
which doubled the size of the production floor as well as added space for their maintenance department. Our contract includes the installation 
of a new chiller system with two air rotation units, process water and hydronic water piping which provides coolant to the mold injection 
equipment, and an additional air compressor system consisting of two 125HP compressors, filters etc.

Soon after the completion of the expansion project, construction started on the VNA warehouse, which is semi-automated and allows for the 
storage of 5,000 pallets. Our scope of work included the installation of one air rotation unit which is over 40ft tall, a fresh air unit and associated 
piping.

We are now in the middle of constructing the AS/RS warehouse, which is over 400ft long, 75ft wide and 105ft tall. This warehouse will include a 
totally automated racking system that will be able to store approximately 26,000 pallets of product. Upon completion of this facility, Laitram will 
have invested an additional $24M in their Hammond facility. 

For those of you not familiar with the Intralox/Laitram group, their main facility is in Harahan and occupies approximately 5-6 city blocks. The 
founder invented the shrimp peeling machine, which is still one of their main components made at the Harahan facility, along with a machine 
shop division, mold injection division, and their stair division.
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HUMAN RESOURCES: 2018 HEART WALK  
The Heart Walk is the American Heart Association’s premier event for raising funds to save lives from the country’s No. 1 and No. 5 killers - heart disease and 
stroke. The Heart Walk promotes physical activity and heart-healthy living in a fun family environment. 

This year’s Heart Walk is Saturday, November 17 at LaSalle Park from 8 AM – Noon. The goal of the walk to is raise $525,000 to fight heart disease and stroke 
in the Greater New Orleans area. 

The American Heart Association can’t save lives without help. Every dollar raised through the Heart Walk helps fund the research that keeps hearts beating, 
lifesaving science that takes blood pressure down a notch, and the educational tools to put CPR on everyone’s radar. 

For a second time, Gallo Mechanical will be one of the main sponsors for this worthy event. The Company will have a tent in the main area of the event in 
LaSalle Park where you, your family and friends can gather before and after the walk. Please join us!

This fun and free event for all ages will feature:

•1.8 mile walk around the park

•Food, drinks and music

•Children’s Hospital’s Kids Heart Challenge Obstacle Course

•T-shit Design contest

•NOLA Muscle Park obstacle activities

•Top Dog Tent – Dog photo contest

Join the Gallo team at www2.heart.org/goto/gallo

For more information visit www.NewOrleansHeartWalk.org

  Join Us in Congratulating Members of the Gallo Team on Their Anniversaries:

  Alden Aiola, Project Manager, 49 years

  Jerry Moore, Laborer, 26 years

  Cyrus Thibodeaux, Foreman, 24 years

  Daniel Davis, Foreman, 22

  Don Mara, Project Manager, 15 years

Ronnie Harris, Journeyman, 14 years

Joshua Ponthieux, Foreman, 14 years

Alan Barrosse, QC Manager, 14 years

Daren Harris, Foreman, 13 Years

Michael Sakowski, Journeyman, 12 years
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Please Welcome and Wish Success to These New Gallo Employees:
Joseph a. Sandoz (Pipe Fitter), Adrian Wills (Apprentice), Andre Dennis (Apprentice), Keita Strong (Plumber), Jarrett Narcisse (Apprentice), Alton Taylor 

(Helper), Mark Grant (Foreman), Robert Knapp (Sheet Metal Foreman), Ronald Pomet (Foreman), Kernell Smiley (Apprentice), Tyrik Luckett (Apprentice), 

Dustin Boudreaux (Pipe Fitter), David White, Jr. (Plumber), Kevin Petty (Apprentice), Clark Cooper (Plumber), Noah Milligan (Foreman), Patrick Smith 

(Apprentice) and Lace Dalton (Apprentice).

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT
DAN SMITH VICE PRESIDENT

Dan was born in Oregon and has lived in Louisiana for about five years. Although he majored 
in English, he started his mechanical career as a Project Engineer/Assistant Project Manager for 
a Mechanical Contractor in Austin, TX. 

Dan joined Gallo Mechanical over two and a half years ago as a Project Manager. Today he is 
the Vice President for Gallo West, overseeing operations from Lake Charles to Baton Rouge. He 
is very proud of the recent growth of the Company and especially the people who work with 
him. 

Dan, his wife, Shelley, and their two sons, Thomas and Nate, live in Lafayette where he spends 
his free time coaching his sons’ sports teams.

GEORGE SCIFO: FOREMAN

Born and raised in New Orleans, George has been in the plumbing industry for twenty-three 
years; eight of those working with Gallo. He was initially introduced to this line of work by his 
wife’s uncle, a pipe fitter by trade. He enjoys working with Gallo for the familial atmosphere 
and for those who work with him. Currently, George is all hands-on supporting the supervision 
team at Tyndall AFB in Florida. 

George is married and has two kids who are currently attending college. During his free time 
George enjoys watching TV and spending time with family and friends. 

Scifo’s words of wisdom: Pay attention! Keep your eyes open and learn because one day you 
will need to do it for yourself.
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E M P LOY E E  S P OT L I G H T  CO N T I N U E D. . .
DOUGLAS GALLO FOREMAN

Douglas, a New Orleans native, graduated from Brother Martin in 1983. He then decided to 
continue the family tradition and joined the plumbing apprenticeship program. Once he 
finished in 1987 he began working as a plumber full-time with the Company. 

As a lover of the outdoors, Douglas found his place in the Company’s fabrication shop in 
Hammond, where he has been working since its opening in 2006. As a Foreman, he works in 
fabrication and does everything else that may be needed to provide jobsites with all the pipe 
and materials required per pre-construction specifications. 

In his free time Douglas enjoys outdoor activities like fishing, hunting and riding his bike. He 
also enjoys spending time with his family.

SAFETY CORNER
EMERGENCY CHECK LIST 

An emergency can happen anywhere, at any time.  As the past few 
years have shown, these can include fires, natural disasters, and even 
active shooter situations.  Our best line of defense in these situations 
is to be prepared.  Please use this checklist to make sure you know 
how to react when an emergency strikes.  

In case of a fire emergency:
• Take fire drills seriously

• Know your closest exit routes and don’t take elevators

• Leave your personal possessions behind

• Get out of the building as quickly as possible

In case of a weather emergency:
• Know what weather emergencies are possible in your area

• Know where to go in each type of weather emergency

• Remain quiet and calm

• Be careful of possible debris in the aftermath

In case of an active shooter emergency:
• If you can flee, do so immediately—leave belongings behind

• If you cannot flee, hide in an area where the shooter cannot see you

• If you are behind a door, try to lock or block entry to it

• As a last resort, try to incapacitate the shooter

• Keep moving and be distracting

• In close range situations, fighting increases your chance of survival

• Call 911 as soon as you can do so safely
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GALLO MECHANICAL SERVICES, LLC & SHEET METAL SYSTEMS, LLC

SHEET METAL SYSTEMS, LLC

Although SMS and GMS are separate entities, we can pool our common resources of all three companies to service our customers 
more effectively. Don’t be surprised to see a Gallo employee working on GMS payroll, or a GMS employee helping with AP for 
Gallo Mech or SMS. From a high-level management perspective, we also pool the same resources. The executive team for both 
SMS and GMS looks very much like Gallo Mech. JP Hymel, President of Gallo Mech and CEO of GMS, David Poor, Exec. VP for Gallo 
Mech, and Augie Gallo, CFO of Gallo Mech, are all heavily involved with GMS and SMS. Through the ability to focus on the big 
picture and using the synergies created by our pool of talent across all three companies, Gallo Mechanical, GMS, and SMS are 
poised to grow and service our customers from nose-to-tail.

GALLO MECHANICAL SERVICES, LLC

Sheet Metal Systems, LLC opened shop on January 1st of 2018. 
Prior to January, Gallo Mechanical was performing a small amount 
of sheet metal work in-house with the leadership of Troy Duvernay 
and Bryan Gallo. With rising demand for a more flexible sheet 
metal solution, Sheet Metal Systems was born. Troy runs the field 
operations, while his brother, Shell, runs the state-of-the-art 
fabrication facility in Elmwood. Sheet Metal Systems, or SMS, is 
currently doing mostly work for Gallo Mechanical, but is also doing 
work for Gallo Mechanical Services. SMS is the latest piece of the 
puzzle for the Gallo Mechanical family of companies and adds a 
value that we did not have before.

Gallo Mechanical Services, or GMS, is the HVAC and Plumbing 
Service company in the Gallo Family of Companies. It was 
only 4 years ago, when GMS went under a leadership change 
and we officially changed the name to Gallo Mechanical 
Services. Under the leadership of President, Mark Williams, 
and Area Service Managers, Marc Aiola (New Orleans), Dustin 
Dauthier (Baton Rouge), and Bryan Broussard (Lafayette), 
GMS has grown substantially over the last 4 years. We’ve 
gone from 25 employees at the end of 2014 to currently 
having 45 employees including all technicians, management, 
and office staff.
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CELEBRATIONS
Bella Rose Gambino was 
born on September 6 
to her proud parents 
Stephanie and Brett 
Gambino. Please join us 
in congratulating them 
for the arrival of their 
new family member. Brett 
is a Gallo Mechanical 
Plumber in New Orleans.

BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION

For the first time ever, Gallo Mechanical has a flag down in 
neighboring Baton Rouge. Although, we’ve been active in 
the area for years, we have finally put our name down in 
the city proper. The 8,000 sf office and warehouse located 
at 6750 Exchequer Drive in Baton Rouge is shared by Gallo 
Mechanical Services and Gallo Mechanical. This allows our 
service and construction teams to work hand-in-hand in 
delivering a quality product and service to the customer. 
With the leadership team of David Poor, Travis Matherne, 
Mark Williams, Dustin Dauthier, and Dan Smith our Baton 
Rouge business is on the up. Our service team alone has 
doubled since the beginning of the year. Next time you are 
in the area, feel free to stop on by and check out the latest 
office for the Gallo Mechanical family of companies.

BIG NEWS! NEW BATON ROUGE OFFICE 
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STAY IN TOUCH!
Make sure the Company has your most current 
contact information, including your phone number, 
mailing address and email. Don’t miss important 
information! Contact Ivan Illidge in HR to update your 
information today. 
Ivan can be reach at (504) 944-6736  
or at ivani@gallomech.com. 

H AV E  E XC I T I N G  N E W S  TO  S H A R E ?

Email Pictures, articles, etc. to 
newsletter@gallomech.com.

WE HEARD YOU!
Your feedback is greatly appreciated. We 
hope that you enjoy the additional content, 
more pictures and more information about 
the company and its employees. Please feel 
free to contact us with any suggestions and 
stories you want to share. 

We love to hear from you!

HIGGINS HOTEL

BROTHER MARTIN 

JOBSITE LUNCHES

LSU CEDAR HALL 


